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Abstract – The paper explores the problems and suggests some solutions in evaluating contributions of each author in collaboratively created artefacts. It reflects our experience of using Google Docs and other cloud based instruments in project based courses for undergraduate students. A new tool for analyzing document’s revisions and contributions is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two years, several engineering courses at the Technical university of Sofia were re-designed using trialogical design principles and modern digital technology. The courses were restructured from traditional face-to-face to project oriented adopting and applying modern online learning platforms, cloud collaboration tools and social software.

Introducing new technologies and paradigms in established engineering courses is always challenging. In addition to the core subject matter, students had to learn new tools and development workflows.

Overall, the trialogical approach was well accepted and considered as an appropriate path for transforming students’ individual course work into more collaborative activities.

Writing collaboratively, however, takes coordination and awareness of who has done what. Each student’s activity and contributions to the collaborative project is influential (but not definitive) in determining the final grade. On the other hand, being able to analyze how the project report evolved over time can reveal interesting patterns of collaborative writing.

II. RELATED WORK

Collaborative writing is on the increase and many researchers have created tools to analyze documents evolution. One such tool, DocuViz [1], displays the entire revision history of Google Docs, showing more than the one-step-at-a-time view now shown in revision history. DocuViz is potentially useful in cases such as: To authors themselves to see recent "seismic activity," indicating where in particular a co-author might want to pay attention, to instructors to see who has contributed what and which changes were made to comments from them, and to researchers interested in the new patterns of collaboration made possible by simultaneous editing capabilities.

Another tool for analyzing Google Docs history is Draftback [2]. It shows the timeline of the changes, and below it, a “map” that tells where in the document each of those revisions happened. Draftback is implemented as a Chrome extension and is able to playback the complete history of every single character.

Unfortunately, none of these tools is open source. This makes it difficult to adapt and integrate them in our collaborative learning infrastructure.

III. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

The infrastructure for collaborative learning [3] consists of public cloud based services, combined in a way that supports electronic design workflow (fig. 1). Working in small teams, the students are required to design a digital integrated circuit. The design workflow is based on HDL modelling, verification and synthesis. The main design artefacts (VHDL models and test-benches) are text files; therefore we are able to borrow many tools and workflows from the software development community. Projects are hosted on GitHub [4] – one repository per project. In parallel with the code development, the teams are required to create and maintain a Google Docs document which is one of the major deliverables. Initially the document contains the technical specifications of the design. Later on, the students have to add description of the implemented algorithms and architectures, argumentation of the tradeoffs made and the results from the simulation, synthesis and physical design. Most of development takes place outside the regular classes. For their intra-team communication, the students are free to choose whatever tools they prefer (chat, conferencing, email). For student - teacher communications we decide to use the Google tools: Gmail, Docs, Talk, Calendar, Drive and Google+. Students were encouraged to submit their questions as emails instead of chat messages.
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Fig. 1. Collaborative workspace
IV. COLLABORATIVE ARTEFACTS EVOLUTION

A. GitHub Revision History

GitHub is optimized for hosting software projects. It provides a very detailed history of commits for each repository (fig. 2). Each commit is attributed to an author. A single commit usually consists of changes in multiple files. Each change can be individually inspected (fig. 3). In the majority of cases, the tools provided by GitHub are more than adequate for analyzing the evolution of the students projects.

B. Google Docs Revision History

The functionality offered by Google Docs with respect to exploring documents history is rather limited. At a file level, there is an activity view (fig. 4), that provides a good overview of when and who created or modified a particular document.

At document level, we have a revision history (fig. 5) which shows a timeline of the changes, but no information about the scope of each change. Therefore a simple formatting modification and a substantial text contribution are indistinguishable in the revision history view. Clicking on a particular revision, reveals the document content with all relevant text changes colored. It’s quite frustrating that there is no way to quickly locate the changes – the user has to scroll through the document and look for a colored text. Some changes as added or deleted figures are not indicated at all.

V. A NEW TOOL FOR EXPLORING GOOGLE DOCS HISTORY

To facilitate the exploration of collaboratively created project artefacts, we developed a new application for analyzing Google Docs revision histories. The following design requirements were specified:

- The changes in each revision should be visualized in a way, similar to the one used by GitHub (fig. 3).
- The application should find word-level changes.
- Formatting changes (e.g. fonts, colors) should be ignored.
- It should be possible to show all contributions of a particular author.
• The application should use public Google Docs API [5].
• The application should be cross-platform – both desktop and mobile devices should be supported.

To fulfill the cross-platform requirement, the document history exploration tool was implemented as Google Chrome extension [6]. This allows for a natural UI integration – the user can open a Google Docs document in her Chrome browser and then start the application from the browser’s toolbar.

The application’s UI is still work in progress. Presently, the differences between revisions are shown as text based output (fig. 6). The added and deleted words are marked in a way similar to the output of the wdiff utility [7]. In the final implementation, the compared text will be shown next to each other and the differences will be indicated by different colors (fig. 7).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented in this paper our experience in analyzing the artefacts of collaborative design projects. We have implemented an application that shows the changes in each document revision and the contributions of each author in a more usable format than the native Google Docs revision history. We believe that such tool can be useful both for the authors of the document and for the professor, who evaluates the project.
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